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As of November 26 - in an effort to create operational consistency for Basketball Victoria operated 
leagues (VJBL and CBL, plus training or try-outs for NBL1 and Big V), events, tournaments, 
programs, camps or clinics across all venues and to encourage a safe environment, Basketball 
Victoria has made the decision to require all individuals aged 16 plus to be fully vaccinated (unless 
medically exempt) to participate. This includes players, coaches, technical officials, spectators, 
volunteers or staff attending a venue for these events.    

This policy has been introduced following an audit of VJBL and CBL venues that showed more than 
65 per cent of venues were unable to offer the Community Sport Exemption due to the layout, 
operation or usage of their venues.  The Community Sport vaccine exclusion only applies when a 
facility is able to provide a dedicated space, including entry, exit and amenities to Community 
Sport. Basketball Victoria will monitor the Victorian Government advice for venue usage and 
vaccine requirements ahead of the NBL1 South and Big V seasons, however any NBL1 or Big V 
training or trials need to be fully vaccinated.  

Each venue where a Basketball Victoria operated activity is held is required to have a COVID 
Check-In Marshal to assist with venue entry. Every patron (16 plus) will be required to check in via 
the venue QR Code and their smart-phone and will need to show their green tick via the Services 
Victoria App.   

We understand there can be challenges with checking any patron’s vaccination status, and we ask 
the community to be patient and considerate when entering any venues holding Basketball 
Victorian operated activities.   

Please note: These requirements also apply to Tribunal hearings. All persons involved in hearings 
must be informed of the requirements well in advance of the hearing date and arrangements must 
be made for relevant persons to be able to give their evidence to the Tribunal remotely – 
preferably by video through an application such as Zoom or other similar platforms.  Telephone on 
speaker can also be used but is not the preferred option.  

We thank the basketball community for their understanding as we implement this adjustment to 
our leagues and events.  

*Any medical exemption must be applied via a registered doctor and added to the Australian 
Immunisation Register. 


